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Abstract: Mitigation of channel unfavorable circumstances during data routing in underwater
wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) has utmost significance. It guarantees saving packet corruption
along unfavorable channels so that vital data is not lost or become meaningless. This paper proposes
two routing protocols for UWSNs: localization free energy efficient routing (LFEER) and its improved
version, localization free energy efficient cooperative routing (Co-LFEER). The LFEER makes decision
of choosing a relay based on its maximum residual energy, number of hops and the bit error rate
of the link over which packets are transmitted. These metrics are chosen to save packets from
corruption to the maximum limit and maintain stable paths (where nodes do not die soon). Since a
single link is used in the LFEER for packets forwarding, the link may become worse with changing
circumstances of the channel. To deal with this issue, cooperative routing is added to the LFFER to
construct the Co-LFEER protocol, in which some copies of packets are received by destination to
decide about packets quality. Converse to some prevalent protocols, both LFEER and Co-LFEER are
independent of knowing the sensor nodes’ positions, which increases computational complexity and
wasteful utilization of resources. Based on extensive simulations, the proposed schemes are better
than Co-DBR in reducing energy utilization and advancing packets to the desired destination.

Keywords: UWSNs; LFEER; Co-LFEER; routing

1. Introduction

Maintaining the energy efficiency with the reliability of the network in UWSNs is challenging.
The nodes in UWSNs consume energy to communicate with one another. The limited energy is
supplied to each node in UWSNs. The cost of the network increases by deploying the entire network
again when the energy of the nodes is consumed [1]. By increasing the lifetime of the networks, more
information forwarding can be achieved. Many protocols in the literature minimize the consumption
of energy in UWSNs [2,3]. The reliability of the UWSNs decreases when the packet delivery ratio (PDR)
spoils and this happens due to channel properties [4,5]. The maximum reliability of the networks
can be achieved by designing protocols that address the unwanted channel parameters. By following
this, maximum information reaches the desired target. The practical accomplishment of the energy
efficient and reliable protocols is needed in situations such as underwater forecasting, pathfinding for
underwater vehicles, oil leakage and spying [6].

UWSNs are well known to assemble the messages from the nodes and forward them in the
direction of the final destination node (DNN). However, in sending information packets from
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underneath to top of the water surface, many challenges are faced such as multi-path fading,
propagation delay and high bit error rate, among many others [7]. By facing these challenges, reliability
and energy of the networks are affected. Thus, for the sake of improving networks reliability, many
cooperative routing protocols have been designed [8,9]. However, these protocols have not been energy
efficient and thus have high energy consumption of the networks. The limited power is supplied to
underwater networks and it requires much effort to change or recharge the battery [10]. Therefore,
plenty of energy efficient protocols without cooperation are proposed to minimize the energy usage,
but the PDR is reduced [11].

The destination (DSN) and relay nodes (RLNs) work together to transmit the information bags to
the sink nodes in cooperative routing. Cooperative communication has two schemes: the first one is the
fixed relaying scheme and the second is the adaptive relaying scheme [12]. Fixed relaying scheme has
further two sub-schemes, i.e., fixed amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying and fixed decode-and-forward
(DF) relaying. In AF relaying, the forwarder node receives the information packet and amplifies it
and then transmits to the DSN. In DF, the forwarder node decodes the information, re-encodes it and
transmits in the direction of the DSN [13].

Many cooperative and localization based protocols are designed for UWSNs [14–16].
These protocols need full localization information of each node. To get the localization information of
each node, GPS or some measure of the received signal power is required, and, as a result, the cost of
the networks increases [17].

In this paper, two routing protocols for UWSNs are proposed. The first proposed protocol is
called localization free energy efficient routing (LFEER). The proposed protocol has an energy efficient
mechanism which consumes minimum energy in data bags forwarding. The LFEER protocol defines
the DSN selection criteria. The selection criteria for the DSN are set through a function. The function
has three parameters. These parameters are: residual energy, number of hops and bit error rate (BER).
The source nodes broadcast the information bags. The node which has the highest residual energy,
the fewest hops and the lowest BER over the transmitting link is chosen as the DSN. If a mechanism
for the selection of DSN is not considered, then all nodes which are in source nodes transmission range
forward the information packets towards the final DNN. Hence the tremendous energy is consumed
by all nodes, as a result the network is probable to die quickly.

The second proposed protocol is called localization free energy efficient cooperative routing
(Co-LFEER). It is the improved version of the LFEER protocol. The selection criteria for the DSN in
LFEER and Co-LFEER is the same. The same parameters (residual energy, number of hops, BER) are
used to choose RLNs. However, in Co-LFEER, cooperation between the DSN and RLN is considered.
Unlike many other cooperative routing protocols [8,18], Co-LFEER selects only one RLN and DSN
to transmit data bag towards the final DNN. By choosing a single forwarder node and the DSN,
the consumption of the energy is controlled. The number of hops and BER for the selection of DSN
and RLNs minimize the path loss effects on the data packets, thus the maximum information bags are
transmitted to the final DNN. The highest value of the function (residual energy, number of hops, BER)
is assigned to the DSN and the second highest value is assigned to the RLN.

This paper contributes in the following ways:

• LFEER: In the proposed localization free energy efficient routing protocol, the DSN is chosen
based on residual energy, number of hops and bit error rate values. The source node chooses
only one DSN from the neighbor nodes. That node is chosen as a DSN which has the maximum
residual energy, fewest hops and minimum bit error rate. Due to these parameters and mechanism,
the energy consumption of the nodes is controlled, which increases the battery lifetime.

• Co-LFEER: The improved version of the proposed LFEER is called localization free energy efficient
cooperative routing. Here, one RLN is considered. The DSN and the RLN are chosen on the
parameters: residual energy, number of hops and BER. The DSN is chosen among the many
existing nodes in the field of the source node. The node which has the maximum residual energy,
fewest hops and least BER is chosen as a DSN to transmit the information bags. The RLN selection
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parameters are the same as for the DSN. The RLN is selected based on second maximum/least
values of the same parameters as for the DSN. The fewest hops and minimum BER parameters
control the channel effects on the information bags and, as a result, PDR is improved.

• No Localization: The proposed protocols are localization free and do not need the exact location
of the nodes which reduces the cost of the network.

2. Related Work

This section discusses related algorithms for UWSNs.
A cooperative algorithm is proposed in [19]. The network is divided into four regions. The list is

prepared for all neighbor nodes in descending order and the protocol sorts and selects the destinations
(DSNs) on the parameter values: higher residual energy and lowest depth. The source node forwards
the information bag in the direction of the destination and forwarder node present in the same region.
The protocol has a good lifetime of the network and maximizes the packet acceptance ratio. However,
due to cooperation in the data packets forwarding, it maximizes the delay of the network. The nodes
near to the sink die quickly because of high data traffic.

The authors propose three energy efficient protocols in [20]. In the first protocol, the DSNs are
chosen on the lowest depth and residual energy. The network lifetime increases in this protocol. In the
second protocol, the DSNs are chosen on the fewest hops and lowest depth. This protocol decreases
the path loss effects in data packet transmission. In the third protocol, the destination nodes are chosen
on depth, residual energy, and the fewest hops. It improves the battery lifetime and packets delivery
ratio. However, the destination node selection criteria increases the delay. The lowest depth nodes are
mostly used and thus die quickly.

In [21], the source nodes need information about depth and residual energy of relays for data
transmission. The optimal forwarder is chosen from the set of forwarder nodes through the fuzzy
logic mechanism. The relay nodes having the maximum PDR are chosen to transmit the information
packets in the direction of destination nodes. The forwarder node waits for the defined interval of time
before forwarding the data bags. The protocol has good results in energy and delay as well as because
of cooperation high PDR is achieved. On the other hand, there is no checking mechanism either the
data packets received are correct or erroneous.

In [22], two partner forwarder nodes and the destination node transmit the information packets.
The selection criteria of the destination and forwarder nodes are classified in two ways. The nodes
are chosen on depth, residual energy and quality of the channel as well as on the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). This algorithm improves the packet acceptance ratio. On the other hand, the protocol is not
good in terms of delay.

In [23], a proposed protocol considers the three parameters residual energy, depth and the link
quality for choosing destination nodes. The link quality of the source nodes with the destination
and forwarder nodes is considered. Depth threshold (Dth) is defined and varied according to alive
nodes. Within the (Dth), the relay nodes are selected while the destination nodes are chosen its outside.
If source nodes have no neighbor nodes in their range of (Dth), then the information packets are
transmitted towards the destination nodes directly. If the source nodes have no neighbor nodes outside
the (Dth), then the forwarder nodes are chosen as the destination nodes. If source nodes have no
neighbor nodes inside and outside the (Dth), then data packets are dropped. Due to cooperation,
the destination nodes receive two copies of information packets which are then combined by MRC
technique. The protocol has good throughput. On the other hand, the protocol has maximum
energy usage.

Region-based cooperative protocol is presented in [16], in which the choice of destination and
forwarder nodes depends on three parameters: depth, residual energy and SNR. To determine the
location of the nodes, instead of GPS, the protocol uses received signal strength indicator (RSSI) with
Mote-track technique. Based on the above mechanism, neighbor nodes are identified and selected.
Four mobile final destination nodes are selected to receive the information bags from sensor nodes
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in half-duplex mode. Cooperation is performed when the destination nodes receive the data packets
with BER value greater than 0.5. Then, it requests to forwarder nodes to transmit their data packets
to destination nodes. The MRC technique is applied at the destination nodes. It improves the PDR
and decreases the errors probability. However, the techniques used in this protocol increase the
energy consumption.

In [24], a protocol is proposed, in which the network is split into three zones and nodes spread
with different depth and positions. The nodes deployed in the upper zone have depth from 0 m to
300 m and can transmit the information packets to final destination node directly. The nodes present
in the middle zone have the depth from 300 m to 700 m and these nodes work as the relay nodes for
lower zone nodes. The optimal relay nodes have depth range from 400 m to 600 m. The nodes selected
in this specified depth region are called optimal relay nodes for lower zone nodes. The middle zone
nodes can directly communicate with the final destination node or through relay nodes. The lower
zone nodes have the depth of 700 m to 1000 m. If no relay nodes found in the transmission area of the
source nodes, then it communicates straight with the sink node with maximum energy consumption.
The protocol highly improves the total energy consumption. However, by choosing only one sink
node, delay of the network increases.

The protocol presented in [5] extends the work of [24] by adding cooperation between the
destination and forwarder nodes. The lowest depth and lowest distance values are considered to
choose the destination nodes. The distance values of the nodes can be found by the current distance
of the nodes from the final node. The nearest nodes to the destination are considered as the optimal
relay nodes. In this way, two data packet copies are merged via MRC and checked for BER. The BER
threshold is fixed at 0.5. If the BER value of the received information bags at the destination node
is greater than the BER threshold value, then it requests to the forwarder node for sending its own
data packet. If BER satisfies the threshold value, then destination node accepts and forwards the
information packet towards the sink node. If no relay nodes are available in the source nodes range,
then only destination nodes forward the information packets in the direction of sink node. This
protocol increases the packets delivery ratio and decreases the total packet drop. On the other hand,
by selecting only one sink node and due to cooperation in data packets forwarding, delay increases.

In (DEADS) [25], Amara Umar et.al propose cooperation based protocol. The nodes are deployed
in a random manner where one-hop neighbor nodes know the depth and residual energy of the
neighbor nodes. The network periodically updates the depth information. The network has four
different regions in which nodes are deployed. If there are more alive nodes, the depth threshold
value is greater and vice versa. The depth information is needed for one neighbor hop instead of the
whole network, thus data flooding is eliminated. The nodes having the lowest depth and maximum
residual energy values are used as forwarders. The destination nodes can select single or multiple
relay nodes from its neighbor nodes. If there are no neighbor nodes to source nodes, then the source
nodes perform no function and go to sleep mode. If final destination nodes are in the field of source
nodes, then source nodes directly transmit the information packets to the final destination nodes.
While performing cooperation by the nodes, the destination nodes receive two copies of data packets
which are combined by MRC and directed towards the next destination or sink nodes. The nodes
follow linear or elliptical motion. This protocol out-performs some existing protocols in alive nodes,
dead nodes, residual energy and PDR. However, packets drop increases because of not optimizing the
elliptical mobility pattern.

The energy issue is not only related with the UWSNs but also it is important in terrestrial networks.
In [26], the authors propose an algorithm to minimize the energy consumption between the two devices
when they want to communicate. The coalition method is adopted rather than clustering. Moreover,
it also investigates the quality of the channel. The framework is divided into two key steps. Firstly,
the devices mainly focus on energy and the quality of the channel along with the interest interaction
between them. The main function has been performed by the head of coalition. Secondly, the proposed
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algorithm focuses on the quality of the service when the two machines want to communicate with
each other. Overall, the performance of the proposed work is good at reducing energy usage.

The authors in [27] device an optimized clustering mechanism that has no fixed body and is
randomly adopted. The approach tackles the existing challenges including time synchronization
problem. In addition, it enables to communicate a mobile even when the base station goes dead by
using the process of multi-hop. A node can find its corresponding cluster even in the scenario of
mobility. The approach enhances the quality by not mixing the codes of many users. Rather, it uses
only one code for only one cluster. The algorithm outperforms in terms of throughput, delay and
packet loss. However, the bandwidth is narrow.

A new approach is presented in [28] to enhance the basic functions in Internet of Things (IoT).
The authors used the wireless system of the power approach to communicate between two machine
devices. To make clusters between two machine devices, the cluster making algorithm is used. The IoT
basic parameters are used to create interaction interest between the two machines. Energy adaptation
mechanism from the clusters head uses radio signals. The simplest policies are used to create the
clusters to reduce the complication. The utility function plays a key role through which head of a
cluster varies its energy according to operation. A game theoretic approach has been applied on two
machines that want to communicate in a non-cooperative manner in terms of transmission power.
These functions make the proposed work independent in terms of properties, management, and
adaptation, which helps the devices to work in optimal response. The paper has outstanding results in
increasing the energy of the system. The techniques used make the machines independent. However,
the battery is fixed and has limited energy.

In [29], the authors show the ways clusters are made in wireless system to manage energy
factor for a system. Unlike active clustering, passive clustering is free from the instantaneous beacon
signal, which is the main reason it saves energy. Nodes’ mobility is not considered, which affects link
quality and is the main point of maximum energy usage. The scheme has the ability to enhance its
characteristics when its demand is at the peak point. There is no surety that a node has all information
of the nearby nodes. To have all the information of nearby nodes, a uniform radio-transmitted
power is used. The scheme is easy to implement and is mostly used when the goal is cluster making.
The overall performance of the standby algorithm is good for achieving maximum throughput.
However, the standby approach requires four states by using two bits to achieve all the necessary data
of nearby nodes.

Quick response and immediate transmission of data with efficient mechanism regarding energy
are not only limited to UWSNs but are also the requirement of wireless land systems. In [30], the authors
use an advance multiplexing technique when two devices want to communicate with each other in a
public network. The two parameters responsible for the two devices to conserve energy are social and
physical behaviors. The movement of the users is noticed when the users are in energy saving mode.
Inside the field of transmission, the users, by using a reference point, can find other users having the
same pattern of movements. This type of communication saves the extra usage of energy. However,
using such deployment of the frame is risky and can be destroyed by earthquake and flooding.

In [31], authors show that the throughput enhancement is not only necessary in UWSNs but
also in terrestrial systems. The scheme works for many-media traffic using multiplexing in time
and code. This framework does not involve any wired connection. Many nodes combine to form a
cluster by using an algorithm called distributed clustering algorithm. The heads of all clusters operate
as instructors and decision makers, making the decisions for data routing using channel alignment
and power requirement. The framework eases time management for every node and improves the
setting of codes and time. The setting of bandwidth use varies according to performance and actions.
The standby algorithm performs well for maximizing the throughput and reducing the disconnections.
However, this protocol is only applicable to wireless networks and has no arrangement for the wired
backup, as is usually done.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the key findings of the protocols described in the Related Work Section.
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Table 1. Related Work Summary.

Protocol Features Advantages Shortcomings Reference

EACE The protocol involves energy
efficient and cooperative
mechanisms. The best
destination nodes are selected
based on maximum residual
energy and lowest depth.

The network lifetime
is good and has
maximum packet
acceptance ratio.

As a result of
cooperation, delay
of the network
increases and the
nodes nearer the
final destination
nodes have higher
death ratio.

[19]

IAIEEDBR The protocol selects the
destination nodes based on
depth, residual energy and
number of hops.

Energy consumption
is economical,
network lifetime
is improved and
interference is
reduced.

Network delay
increases. Nodes
closer to the final
destination are used
most often and thus
die more quickly.

[20]

EECOR In this protocol, from the relay
set, the best relay node is
selected using Fuzzy logic. The
destination nodes are chosen
using depth and residual energy
information.

It consumes less
energy, minimizes the
delay and increases
the PDR.

There is no
mechanism for
checking if data
packets are correct
or erroneous.

[21]

Coop This algorithm is cooperation
based. The depth and residual
energy values are used to select
the destination and relay nodes
with their link with the source
nodes and SNR.

This protocol is good
in term of packet
acceptance ratio.

The protocol is
cooperation based,
thus the delay
increases.

[22]

DEAC Choosing the destination nodes
requires information on three
parameters: energy that resides
in a node’s battery, depth and
link quality. Depth threshold
(Dth) focuses on alive nodes and
varies according to it.

The packet
acceptance ratio
increases at the final
destination.

It has high energy
consumption.

[23]

RBCRP In this localization based
protocol, the selection criteria of
destination and relay nodes are
depth, residual energy and SNR
values. The RSSI is used to find
the location of the nodes.

Packets dropped
decreases, as does the
error probability.

It increases the
consummation
of energy.

[16]

EEORS The protocol is energy efficient
and the optimal relay nodes have
the depth zone from 400 to 600 m.
The nodes in this range are relay
nodes for lower zone nodes.

Economical
utilization of energy.

A single sink
increases
network delay.

[24]
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Table 2. Related Work Summary.

Protocol Features Advantages Shortcomings Reference

CO-EEORS The best destination nodes are
selected in this protocol based
on lowest depth and distance
values. If no relay nodes are
found in neighborhood, then only
destination nodes are selected. The
MRC technique is used at the
destination nodes.

It increases the
packets delivery
ratio and decreases
the packets drop.

It increases
the energy
consumption
and delay.

[5]

DEADS In this protocol, the network is
divided into four zones based on
depth. Depth threshold mechanism
avoids data flooding. Power
residing in a node’s battery and
its depth decide its selection as
a relay or as a destination. The
nodes can move in the elliptical and
linear direction.

It improves the
network lifetime
and packets delivery
ratio.

The protocol
fails in elliptical
mobility pattern
optimization,
which increases
packets drop.

[25]

i-q,q,i
approach

The coalition, physical awareness,
link quality, and energy efficiency
are the main goals of the proposed
work. The energy usage of
the devices is reduced when IOT
devices communicate with each
other, through the above factors.

The proposed work
is best to increase
the life of the
framework.

How to achieve
maximum PDR is
not discussed.

[26]

ACMWN The algorithm defines a new
clustering technique with good
quality. The main task of the
approach is to avail the techniques
with maximum throughput and
less delay. Selecting only one
cluster eliminates the interference

The main
achievement of
the algorithm is to
reduce the drop of
packets, enhancing
the transmission.

The framework
has limited
bandwidth.

[27]

I,IP,P The standby algorithm design
is independent in properties,
management and adaptation. The
self energy adaptation mechanism
is introduced. By using utility
function, energy consumption will
vary with the cluster head.

The goal is to
enhance the energy
and independence
of the cluster.

The battery is
fixed and not
rechargeable.

[28]

AODV/PC The scheme considers no mobility
which avoids the complexity in
getting nearby information and
link measurement. Many clusters
can be made more easily than the
traditional mechanisms.

It avoids the high
traffic on clusters.

The scheme
follows a
challenging
mechanism to
collect nearby
nodes data.

[29]

S-PMAC This framework uses advanced
multiplexing wireless technique to
deliver data between two devices.
The physical and social behaviors of
the users are used in connecting two
devices. Similar nearby users with
the same mobility can be found in a
user field through a reference point.

This approach helps
connect two users
using less energy.

The framework
can be damaged
through disaster
occurrence.

[30]
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Table 2. Cont.

Protocol Features Advantages Shortcomings Reference

MCMMRNs The multiplexing in time and code
is used to deal with many-media
services. The distributing method
is used for clustering. The head
of clusters are responsible for
managing and making available the
channel, power, time and its reuse
according to conditions.

It reduces
the failure of
connectivity

No backup wire
arrangement
developed.

[31]

3. Proposed Algorithms Explanation

In this section, the proposed protocols: LFEER and Co-LFEER, are explained thoroughly.

3.1. Localization Free Energy Efficient Routing Protocol (LFEER)

3.1.1. Network Architecture

Figure 1 sketches the network as a cube of depth 500 m. The nodes deployment is irregularly
spaced and initially a node possesses a specific amount of energy. The forwarding range of each node
is defined. Four final DNNs are considered and situated at the upper area of the network. The nodes
communicate via acoustic waves with each other as well as with the final DNN. The final DNNs
communicate through radio waves with each other and with satellite station.

Figure 1. Network Architecture of the Proposed Protocols.
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3.1.2. Information Acquisition

The nodes in UWSNs initially do not have any information about the neighbor nodes which
is required for routing. The residual energy, number of hops and BER information are needed in
the proposed protocols. For the purpose of getting the information of each node, a hello test bag is
transmitted by the final DNN towards the sensor nodes. The volume of the hello packet is considered
8 bytes, which is responsible to exchange all the required information among the sensor nodes [32].
After each 35 rounds, the hello packets are repeatedly exchanged among the nodes to keep the routing
information updated. The unique ID of the sink differentiates the hello packet that it sends. A node
directly receiving the packet from the final DNN inserts the value of the energy its has in its battery
and hop count (which is unity for a node receiving the packet directly from the final DNN). The node
then broadcasts the packet. Another node receiving this packet inserts its own residual energy and
increments the number of hops (the new value becomes two) after the packet is received from the
node with a single hop from the final DNN. This sequence is repeated unless nodes exchange residual
energy and number of hops information. To calculate BER, a node sends a test bag to its neighbors.
The test bag contains a specific number of bits. This pattern of bits is by default known to all nodes.
Therefore, upon receiving the test bag, every node checks the number of bits changed (corrupted) in
the test bag due to channel properties. Every node then informs the sender node about the number of
corrupted bits in the test bag. The hello bag format is provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Hello Packet Parameters.

3.1.3. Destination Nodes Selection and Data Forwarding

This part briefly explains the selection criteria of the DSNs and data forwarding mechanism.
When the source nodes receive information about neighbors, the residual energy, number of hops
and BER of each node is present in the field of the source nodes according to the manner discussed
above. The node which has the maximum residual energy, fewest hops and the least bit error rate is
chosen as the DSN. The selected DSN forwards the information bag to the next DSN via multi-hopping
until the information packets reach to the final DNN. The next DSN selection criterion is the same as
the first DSN selection. If the final DNN is in the range of the source node, then the information bag
is directly transmitted to the final DNN. The proposed LFEER protocol checks the residual energy
and number of hops of each node and selects such a DSN which is best in these parameters. As a
result, energy consumed by the node reduces. Thus, the proposed LFEER algorithm can be practically
implemented in scenarios where the communication for the longtime is needed, such as undersea
monitoring. The forwarder selection is based on assigning a cost function or fitness function to each
node based on residual energy (Re), number of hops (n) and BER as

f = Re/n× BER. (1)

A node having the highest value of the function f is chosen as a DSN.

3.2. Cooperative Localization Free Energy Efficient Routing Protocol (Co-LFEER)

This section explains the proposed Co-LFEER protocol in detail. The proposed Co-LFEER is the
advanced version of the proposed LFEER protocol that uses cooperative routing. The fundamental
steps of this protocol are briefly explained as below.
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3.2.1. Selection of Destination and Relay Nodes and Data Forwarding

The selection criteria of the DSN in the Co-LFEER protocol is the same as for the LFEER protocol.
The protocol describes the DSN and RLNs having the same parameters for selection: residual energy,
number of hops and bit error rate. The source node selects the only one RLN and the DSN to transmit
the information bags in the direction of the final DNN. When the source nodes send the information
packets in the broadcast nature, all nodes which are in the field of the source nodes receive the data
packets. Then, only one DSN is chosen. Based on the function values, the RLNs are selected. A node is
chosen as a RLN which has the second highest value of the cost function. The first highest function
value is assigned to the DSN. The overall selection and data forwarding mechanism is provided in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Selection of Nodes and Data Forwarding.

1 Z:Number of Nodes
2 Bt:Bit Error Rate Threshold
3 Sn:Sink Node
4 DSN:Destination
5 RLN:Relay Node
6 Re:Residual Energy
7 n:A Number of Hops
8 BER:Bit Error Rate
9 R:Total Number of Rounds

10 i:Starting Number
11 for i = 1:1:Z do
12 Data Reached= false
13 while (Data Reached)
14 if (Sink is Available)
15 Data Reached= true
16 else if (Sink is not Available)
17 if Re>0
18 Find the Nearby Nodes
19 Find the DSN Amongst the Nearby Nodes
20 The DSN Found on
21 function (f) = Re / n× BER
22 For the First Highest function (f) value
23 Forward the Data
24 if BER ≤ 0.5
25 Data Accepted
26 else
27 Find the RLN for the Second Highest Value of the function (f)
28 Forward the Data
29 break
30 end if
31 end if
32 end if
33 end while
34 end for
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The information bags transmitting mechanism from the source to DSN, RLN and then to the final
DNN as well as the direct transmitting path from the source to the final DNN is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Data Transmission: (a) Cooperative Transmission; and (b) Direct Transmission.

3.2.2. Cooperation of Destination and Single Relay Nodes

In the proposed Co-LFEER protocol, cooperation of the DSN and the single RLN is involved in data
packets forwarding. Thus, two copies of information bags are received at the DSN, i.e., one received
directly via the source to DSN and the other via the RLN to DSN. Then, the two information bags are
merged at the DSN through the MRC technique which converts these two data packets into one data
packet. This is in the case when the final DNN is outside the field of the source node. If the final DNN
is available inside the field of the source node, then the source node forwards the information bag
directly to the final DNN. The BER threshold value is ≤ 0.5. For every information packet, which is
collected at the DSN, the protocol checks the BER threshold value. Whenever the information bag
received at the DSN has the BER value ≤ 0.5, the information bag is accepted and forwarded towards
the next targeted node. If the information bag received has the BER > 0.5, then the DSN requests to
RLN to send the information bag which it has. The RLN performs AF cooperation at each information
bag and then sends it to the DSN. The DSN once again checks the BER threshold value. If it is not
satisfied, then the DSN drops the data bag. If the information bag received at the DSN satisfies the
BER threshold value, then the DSN accepts it and forwards it in the direction of the next targeted node.
If the final DNN is not present in the field of the source node, then through multi-hopping information
bags are forwarded towards the final DNN.

The proposed Co-LFEER algorithm is efficient to minimize the channel effects on the information bags
by selecting such a DSN and RLN which have minimum BER, highest residual energy and the fewest hops
amongst all the nearby nodes. This helps to achieve the maximum information bags at the final DNN by
consuming less energy. We can practically implement the Co-LFEER algorithm in battlefields and in defence
monitoring for UWSNs, in which data loss is very critical.
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the LFEER and Co-LFEER.
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The flowchart of the LFEER and the Co-LFEER protocols is given in Figure 4. Firstly, network is
initialized and for this purpose a hello packet is transmitted by the final DNN. With the help of
hello packet, all the sensor nodes exchange their own information with each other. All the sensor
nodes becomes familiar with each other regarding residual energy, number of hops and BER. Then,
the information bags are generated by the source nodes. The goal of the framework is to send the
maximum data packets toward the final DNN using the minimum energy. For this purpose, after the
bags are generated, the source node has to find its nearby nodes. If found, it selects the DSN and RLN
in its forwarding range based on the fitness function values. The data are forwarded in the direction
of DSN. If the DSN and RLN nodes are not found, then source node sends a signal to the sink node.
After receiving the data at the DSN, a BER checking process is set at each DSN. If the BER threshold is
not satisfied by the packet received, then DSN requests to RLN to transmit its data. If BER threshold is
satisfied, then the DSN checks if the final DNN is present in its range. If so, then data is forwarded
to the final DNN. Otherwise, using multi-hopping, this process is repeated unless the final DNN is
arrived. After receiving the data at the DSN through RLN, the DSN checks again the BER threshold
on the packets which are received through RLN. If this time the BER is higher than the threshold,
the DSN drops the packet. Otherwise, it looks for the final DNN if it is available in its range. Otherwise,
multi-hopping continues.

The combining of two or more packets at the DSNs through MRC technique is given by [33].

Yd =
l

∑
k=1

h∗kd ×Ykd. (2)

where l represents the signals input to the destination nodes, h∗kd stands for the conjugate channel gain
and Ykd is the symbol received at the conjugated channel.

The amplifying factor to amplify the packets at the RLNs is given as [34].

β ≤
√

P
|as,r|2P + No

. (3)

In the above equation, amplifier gain between the source and the forwarder nodes depend upon
the fading coefficient as,r where P shows the transmitted power and No shows the variance of noise.

4. Simulation Results

MATLAB simulates the proposed and counterpart protocols. The network contains 225 nodes
which are deployed with irregular spacings. There are four final DNNs, which are static and kept at
the water surface. The model initially assigns 10 Joules of energy to every node. The forwarding range
of every node is considered 100 m. In the proposed protocols, the depth threshold for the nodes are
fixed. A total of 11,200 information bags are transmitted in the direction of final DNN. Some of the
packets are dropped due to high BER and many other channel effects, and many of the packets are
successfully received at the final DNN. One data bag contains 1600 bits. The MAC layer makes the
data link layer (DLL) in the OSI model. The protocol designed for the DLL is MAC. The MAC protocol
explains the transmission mechanism of the data packets in a channel [35]. The sensor nodes can move
freely without any restriction due to water flow. The speed of sensor nodes due to water currents are
approximately up-to 5 m/s [36]. The comparison of the proposed protocols with each other and the
Co-DBR protocol for UWSNs is shown in simulation results. The proposed protocols are compared
with the Co-DBR because the Co-LFEER and the Co-DBR use cooperative routing, which counteracts
channel worst conditions and LFEER also computes links affected by channels. The simulation results
indicate that the proposed LFEER algorithm is good in residual energy, alive nodes, dead nodes and
delay than the Co-LFEER and the Co-DBR protocols. The Co-LFEER algorithm is better in terms of
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residual energy, alive nodes, dead nodes and PDR than the Co-DBR protocol. The overall performance
of the Co-LFEER is better than the Co-DBR protocol. One round is the time instant responsible for
advancement of one or more packets to water surface. The basic information of each protocol LFEER,
Co-LFEER and Co-DBR is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Protocols Information.

Protocol Cooperation Sink Nodes Depth Threshold Nodes Selection Parameters

LFEER Not
involved.

Placed at the top of the
water and static.

Fixed. Residual energy, A Number
of hops, Bit error rate.

Co-LFEER
Involved
with one
relay node.

Placed at the top of the
water surface and static.

Fixed. Residual energy, A Number
of hops, Bit error rate.

Co-DBR
Involved
with two
relay nodes.

Static and placed at
upper surface of the
water.

Fixed. Depth.

The residual energy of the network is presented in Figure 5. The proposed LFEER protocol has the
highest residual energy. This is because the information bags are forwarded to the final DNN through
one path and neighbor nodes do not cooperate with each other, which consumes extra energy. In the
proposed Co-LFEER protocol, residual energy is less than the LFEER protocol due to cooperation
technique. However, in the Co-LFEER protocol, the residual energy is higher than the Co-DBR because
of the data forwarding with a single relay node in the latter. Although, the residual energy of the
proposed LFEER and the Co-LFEER protocols is higher than the Co-DBR up to 600 rounds, from 600
to 900 rounds, the residual energy of all protocols becomes the same because fewer nodes are left in
the network that do not participate mainly because majority of the nodes have died. As a result, nodes
do not mainly participate in data routing so their energy consumption almost becomes the same.
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Figure 5. Residual energy.

Having more alive nodes guarantees the maximum forwarding of information packets. As a result,
it increases the data packets transmission rate towards the sink nodes. Figure 6 shows the proposed
LFEER protocol has the maximum alive nodes. This is due to the reason that in the proposed LFEER
protocol only one DSN transmits the information bags toward the final DNN. Thus, the least energy is
consumed and there are maximum alive alive nodes. The proposed Co-LFEER protocol has more alive
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nodes than the Co-DBR protocol, because in Co-LFEER protocol only one RLN and the DSN contribute
to transmit the information bags toward the targeted nodes. In the Co-DBR protocol, two forwarder
nodes and the DSN transmit the information bag towards the final DNN, which consumes more energy
and thus results in fewer alive nodes.
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Figure 6. Alive nodes.

The numbers of dead node is lower in count in the proposed LFEER and Co-LFEER protocols
than Co-DBR, as shown in Figure 7. The LFEER protocol has the least count of dead nodes than the
Co-DBR and the Co-LFEER due to the absence of cooperation and by selecting the only one DSN in the
information bags transmission towards the final DNN. The Co-LFEER has cooperation by considering
a single RLN and the Co-DBR involves cooperation with the two relay nodes in data bags transmission.
Thus, the Co-LFEER protocol consumes less energy and has fewer dead nodes than the Co-DBR.
The number of dead nodes at the end of 500 rounds identifies that the death rate of the nodes in the
Co-DBR protocol is the maximum. After 500 rounds, in Co-DBR there are 175 dead node, in the LFEER
there are 145 dead nodes and in the Co-LFEER there are 165 dead nodes.
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Figure 7. Dead nodes.
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Figure 8 represents the comparative results of packets delivery ratio. In the proposed LFEER
protocol, no cooperation is included, which minimizes the PDR as compared to the Co-LFEER and the
Co-DBR protocols. The proposed Co-LFEER protocol has the maximum PDR because, in the Co-LFEER
protocol, cooperation involves RLN with the minimum bit error rates. By doing this, packet drop and
path loss effect decrease and correspondingly packets delivery ratio increases. On the other hand,
the Co-DBR protocol has not involved BER in selection criteria for the destination and relay nodes
which degrades the PDR. Figure 8 shows that, from round 0 to round 150, the PDR of the proposed
Co-LFEER and the Co-DBR protocols is the same because, initially, every protocol uses its best nodes
in data advancement. Later, death of such nodes and intelligent selection of nodes to mitigate channel
effects in the Co-LFEER makes its PDR the highest.
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Figure 8. Total packets delivery ratio.

The delay is exhibited in Figure 9. The proposed LFEER protocol has the smallest delay due to
the absence of cooperation in data packets transmission. From round 0 to round 180, the proposed
Co-LFEER protocol has less delay than the Co-DBR as nodes providing low delay are alive in the latter.
Such nodes die later, after 180 rounds, making delay in Co-LFEER higher.

In summary, the LFEER protocol provides efficient consumption of power of nodes and considers
channel impairments in the form of fitness criterion of the nodes that route packets. This feature
is lacking in the Co-DBR and other protocols described above. Rather, channel impairments are
dealt with at the cost of high energy consumption in these protocols. On the other hand, the
Co-LFEER protocol combines channel impairments with cooperative routing and is independent
of the localization of nodes. The Co-DBR blindly selects nodes during cooperation without considering
channel impairments. In addition, other related protocols described above either do not consider
channel impairments or require localization of nodes. These feature compromise throughput, which
Co-LFEER avoids.
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Figure 9. Network Delay.

5. Conclusions and Future Task

This paper proposes two routing protocols: localization free energy efficient routing protocol
(LFEER) and localization free energy efficient cooperative routing protocol (Co-LFEER) for UWSNs.
An energy controlling mechanism is defined for the selection of the destination in the proposed
LFEER protocol, in which the destination choice is made based on a function value using residual
energy, number of hops and bit error rate. The node that has the greatest function value is selected
as a destination. In the Co-LFEER protocol, only one forwarder node is chosen to cooperate with
the destination. The same parameters (residual energy, number of hops, and BER) are used for the
selection of the forwarder node. The node having the second highest value of the function acts as
a relay, as the first highest value is assigned to the destination. Simulation results indicate that the
proposed LFEER and Co-LFEER maximize the residual energy of the network and have more alive
nodes than the Co-DBR protocol. In addition, PDR of the network is improved. The LFEER can
be practically implemented where longtime communication is needed. In future, the delay of the
proposed Co-LFEER protocol can be minimized to make it flexible to many applications.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation used in the article:

DNN (s) Destination (s)
RLN (s) Relay node (s)
DSN (s) Destination node (s)
PDR Packet delivery ratio
BER Bit error rate
AF Amplify and forward
DF Decode and forward
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RSSI Received signal strength indicator
DLL Data link layer
OSI Open system interconnection
MAC Media access control
GPS Global position system
SNR Signal to noise ratio
MRC Maximal ratio combine
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